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INCENTIVES FOR FOREIGN DIRECT
INVESTMENT IN SOUTH CAROLINA: CARE




Foreign' direct investment (FDI) occurs when a business entity in one
nation (the direct investor) obtains a significant, long-term interest in a
business entity in a different nation (the direct investment enterprise).2 FDI
encompasses all subsequent capital transactions between those entities and
among their affiliates. FDI can consist of greenfield investment or mergers
and acquisitions. In greenfield investment, the direct investor acquires new
assets, building a new operation from the ground up. 5 In mergers and
acquisitions, the direct investor acquires an interest in an existing enterprise.6
One country can be both home to business entities directly investing elsewhere
(outward FDI) and host to foreign business entities directly investing within
the country's borders (inward FDI). 7 For the United States, an example of
* Attorney, Municipal Finance Practice Group, McNair Law Firm, P.A.,
Columbia, South Carolina. J.D., University of South Carolina School of Law, 2007.
B.A. Linguistics, Brigham Young University, 1997. The author thanks Kathryn Ross,
Joel Samuels, and Justin Shearer for guidance and support during the research and
drafting stages. The author is grateful for the hard work of the Journal's editorial staff
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1 The term "foreign" will be used throughout this article to refer to countries
other than the United States, not to states within the United States.
2 ORG. FOR ECON. CO-OPERATION & DEV., OECD BENCHMARK DEFINITION OF
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT 7 (OECD Publications 3rd ed. reprint 1999) (1996),
available at http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/10/16/2090148.pdf.
3 Id. at 8.
4 Cdsar Calder6n, Norman Loayza & Luis Servdn, Greenfield Foreign Direct
Investment and Mergers and Acquisitions: Feedback and Macroeconomic Effects 5
(World Bank, Policy Research Working Paper No. 3192, 2004), available at
http://ideas.repec.org/p/wbk/wbrwps/3192.html (Scroll down to "Download Info" and
click "Download the Selected File.").
5Id.
6Id.
7 See Jiorgen Bitzer & Holger Gorg, The Impact of FDI.on Industry Performance,
2-3 (GEP Research Paper 2005/09), available at
http://l29.3.20.41/eps/it/papers/0505/0505003.pdf.
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outward FDI would be McDonald's investing in McDonald's operations in
China,8 while inward FDI would be Haier (a Chinese company) investing in
Haier operations in the U.S. 9 This article focuses on inward FDI in the U.S.,
specifically in the state of South Carolina.
South Carolina has been involved in international trade since the
seventeenth century. As a colony, South Carolina consisted of a
conglomeration of British direct investments.I1 British capital purchased labor
and equipment to build plantations, which were run like individual "firms"
exporting rice and, later, indigo from South Carolina across the Atlantic.
12
South Carolina's economy has changed dramatically since colonial times. Free
labor replaced slavery, industrial manufacturing became more economicallyS 13
important than agriculture, and now there is a move away from
manufacturing toward a knowledge-based economy.14 Despite these and other
changes, South Carolina is still involved in global trade and is still a prime site
for direct investment. In 2002 and 2003, South Carolina had the nation's
highest percentage of state residents employed by foreign-based companies.15
8 See Press Release, McDonald's Corporation, First McDonald's Drive-Thru
Opens in China (Dec. 10, 2005), available at
http://www.mcdonalds.com/corp/news/corppr/2O05/CPR_ 12102005.html.
9 See Rudolph Bell, Chinese Factory to Open Warehouse in State, GREENVILLE
NEWS (Greenville, S.C.), Jan. 31, 2004, at 18A.
10 S. MAX EDELSON, PLANTATION ENTERPRISE IN COLONIAL SOUTH CAROLINA 4-5
(2006), http://www.hup.harvard.edu/pdf/EDEPLAexcerpt.pdf
" Id. at4.
12 Id. at 5-6.
1 Id. at4.
14 The term "knowledge-based economy" refers to the use of knowledge to
produce economic benefits. PETER DRUCKER, THE AGE OF DISCONTINUITY: GUIDELINES
TO OUR CHANGING SOCIETY passim (1969). Regarding South Carolina's efforts to move
toward a knowledge-based economy, see, e.g., Liv Osby, State House Approves
Increase in Math, Science Scholarships, GREENVILLE NEWS (Greenville, S.C.), Feb. 15,
2007, at 3B ("More math, science and engineering students are needed for the state's
developing knowledge-based economy."); John P. McDermott, Quantum Leap:
Research Authority Plans Explosion of New Businesses, POST & COURIER (Charleston,
S.C.), May 8, 2006, at E18 ("The South Carolina Research Authority ... is targeting
young companies as part of 'SCRA Launch,' a new program ... aimed mostly at
cultivating so-called knowledge-based firms."); Anna Simon, House Backs Free Web
for All, GREENVILLE NEWS (Greenville, S.C.), Feb. 22, 2007, at IA ("Creating a
wireless cloud over our state would be a step ... in continuing to move South Carolina
toward a knowledge-based economy.").
15 William J. Zeile, U.S. Affiliates of Foreign Companies; Operations in 2003,
SURV. OF CURRENT BUS., Aug. 2005, at 198-99, available at
http://www.bea.gov/bea/ARTICLES/2005/08August/0805_ForeignWEB.pdf.
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From 1999 to 2003, more than eight percent of South Carolina residents
employed in private industry worked for an affiliate of a foreign company.16
Employment is not the only benefit South Carolina receives from
inward FDI. Enterprises that locate in South Carolina generate tax or fee
revenues for the state. 17 They may also attract other enterprises to the state, 
18
bringing additional revenue and additional business for existing firms in the
state. 19 Infrastructure built to support greenfield investments as well as
technology brought in by foreign businesses can have "spillover" benefits for
the larger community. Foreign-owned firms may also make voluntary
donations of money 2 1 or other resources to benefit the host community. For
example, Lang-Mekra, a German manufacturer with a facility in Ridgeway,
runs a private Montessori school not only for its employees' children but also
for children in the surrounding area.22
Although South Carolina is currently experiencing strong inward
FDI, continued attractiveness to'FDI is not guaranteed. Through 2005, the Port
of Charleston was second only to the Port of New York-New Jersey in volume
of shipping containers handled on the East Coast.23 In 2006, the Port of
Charleston handled slightly fewer containers than it had the previous year, and
fell to fourth place behind the Port of Savannah and the Virginia Port
Authority. 24 One hopes this is a temporary anomaly in a broad trend of growth
and efficiency at the Port of Charleston. But the port's fall to fourth place does
highlight the fragility of South Carolina's standing as a FDI leader as well as
16 Id. at 206.
17 See, e.g., S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 4-29-67(D) (fee in lieu of property tax), 12-6-40
(corporate income tax), 12-20-50 (annual license fee) (2006).
18 See BMW Manufacturing Co., S.C. & BMW,
http://www.bmwusfactory.com/community/scbmw.asp (last visited June 10, 2007).
19 Rosalie Gardiner, Foreign Direct Investment: A Lead Driver.for Sustainable
Development? 4 (United Nations Environment and Development Forum International
Team, Briefing Paper, Economic Briefing Series No. 1), available at
http://www.stakeholderforum.org/policy/economic/fdi.pdf.
20 Id. at3.
21 See, BMW Manufacturing Co., BMW Supports Clemson University's German-
Language Section
http://www.bmwusfactory.com/community/impact/clemsongerman.asp (last visited
June 10, 2007).22 Palmetto Montessori School of Ridgeway, Our History & Our Staff,
http://www.pmsr.org/page3.html (last visited June 10, 2007).
23 Peter Hull, Port Takes a Big Tumble; Charleston Falls to 4th Place Among
East Coast Ports, POST & COURIER (Charleston, S.C.), Jan. 31, 2007, at B9.
24 Id.
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the larger question of what South Carolina must do to maintain its standing as
an attractive location for global companies to do business.
Part II of this article will use the framework of the World Bank's six
recommended policies to attract FDI25 in order to examine some of the
measures South Carolina has taken in recent years to attract its existing FDI.
Part III examines the factors companies generally consider when
choosing to where to invest.
Part IV concludes with recommendations for South Carolina's
ongoing efforts to attract and retain inward FDI.
II. SOUTH CAROLINA LAWS INTENDED TO ATTRACT FDI
The World Bank recommends six categories of policies to attract
FDI: "providing targeted fiscal incentives, such as tax concessions, cash
grants, and specific subsidies; improving domestic infrastructure; promoting
local skills development to meet investor needs and expectations; establishing
broad-reaching FDI promotion agencies; and improving the regulatory
environment and decreasing red tape; and engaging in international governing
arrangements." '2 6 All six are applicable to South Carolina.
A. Engaging in international governing-arrangements
A complex web of international law governs FDI.2 7 As for trade
treaties, the United States is a party to the multilateral General Agreement on
28Trade and Tariffs (GATT), making the United States a member of the
currently 150-member World Trade Organization (WTO).2 9 The United States
is also a party to one regional trade agreement: the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), which establishes a free trade area linking the United
25 World Bank, Papers and Links: Policies to Attract Foreign Direct Investment,
http://rru.worldbank.org/PapersLinks/Policies-Attract-Foreign-Direct-Investment (last
visited June 10, 2007).
26 Id.
27 Khalil Hamdani, Officer-in-Charge, Div. on Inv., Tech. and Enter. Dev., U.N.
Conf. on Trade and Dev., Introductory Message,
http://www.unctad.org/sections/ditepcbb/docs/ditepcbb ias40 en.pdf.
28 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Oct. 30, 1947, 61 Stat. A-I 1, 55
U.N.T.S. 194; Final Act Embodying the Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral
Trade Negotiations, Apr. 15, 1994, 33 I.L.M. 1125 (1994).
29 Understanding the WTO: The Organization: Members and Observers,
http://www.wto.org/english/thewtoe/whatis e/tif e/org6 e.htm (last visited June 10,
2007).
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States, Mexico and Canada. The United States is also a party to bilateral
trade agreements with forty-eight countries, thirty-nine of which are also WTO
members. 3 1 Because WTO members decided not to pursue investment issues
in the current round of negotiations, regional and bilateral agreements may
become even more numerous, further complicating the web of treaties
governing FDI.3 2 In fact, the U.S. is currently negotiating the implementation
of four regional trade initiatives, in the Western Hemisphere, Asia, and the
Middle East. 33 Trade treaties typically cover the scope and definition of
investment, 34 admission and establishment, 3 5 national treatment,36 most-
favored-nation treatment, fair and equitable treatment, 38 compensation in the
event of expropriation or damage to the investment, 39 guarantees of free
30 North American Free Trade Agreement [hereinafter NAFTA], U.S.-Can.-Mex.,
Dec. 17, 1992, 32 I.L.M. 296. and 32 I.L.M. 605.
31 Id.; U.N. Conference on Trade and Development, Total Number of Bilateral
Investment Agreements concluded, 1 June 2006,
http://www.unctad.org/sections/ditepcbb/docs/us.pdf (last visited June 10, 2007).32 See Hamdani, supra note 27.
33 Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, Regional Trade Agreements,
http://www.ustr.gov/TradeAgreements/Regional/SectionIndex.html (last visited June
10, 2007).
34 The term "investment" is often defined in terms of assets rather than in terms
of the ownership and control of an enterprise or in terms of a movement of capital.
U.N. Conference on Trade & Development, Key Terms and Concepts in HAS: A
Glossarv., UNCTAD Series on Issues in International Investment Agreements, at 93,
http://www.sice.oas.org/Glossary/iteiit20042_e.pdf.
. 35 A right of admission can be temporary or permanent, whereas a right of
establishment presumes permanent presence in the host country. Id. at 3.36 National treatment requires host countries to treat foreign investors and their
investments no less favorably than domestic investors and investments are treated. Id.
at 123.
37 Most-favored-nation treatment requires host countries to treat foreign investors
and their investments no less favorably than investors and investments of any other
foreign state are treated. Id. at 119.
38 The term "fair and equitable treatment" usually appears alongside requirements
that "the parties accord full or constant protection and security to foreign investments
and not to impair the management, maintenance, use enjoyment or disposal of foreign
investments by unreasonable or discriminatory measures." Id. at 79.
39 "Expropriation" refers to the taking of an investor firm's property. Id. at 67
(citing Taking of Property, UNCTAD Series on Issues in International Investment
Agreements, U.N. Sales No. E.00.1.D.4 (2000)).
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transfers of funds,4 0 and dispute settlement mechanisms, 4 1 both state-state and
investor-state.
42
Tax treaties, rather than trade agreements, typically address corporate
tax issues. The United States has double taxation agreements in place with
sixty-four countries.4 3 Almost all tax treaties attempt to increase FDI by
removing tax barriers to investment, such as double taxation and tax
uncertainty. 44 Double taxation relief comes in three forms: a country can allow
an investor to deduct taxes paid in the U.S., can grant the investor a tax credit
up to the amount the investor would have paid in the home country, or can
exempt the investment income from home-country taxation.4 5 For example,
the tax agreement between the U.S. and Germany both exempt certain sources
of U.S. investment income from German taxation and allows a German tax
• 46
credit for certain taxes paid in the U.S. on U.S. investments. Formal treaties
reduce tax uncertainty, a major barrier to investment, by codifying tax policy
and providing rules for dealing with tax conflicts, even where those treaties do
• 47
not change existing tax practices. Despite these pro-investment intentions,
empirical evidence shows that tax treaties' effect on FDI is either neutral or
negative.
48
40 Provisions on transfer of funds often require host countries to ensure that
transfers can be made without delay, in freely usable or freely convertible currencies, at
the normal exchange rate applicable at the time of the transfer. Id. at 153.
41 "Dispute settlement provisions ... specify the judicial mechanisms by which
disputes arising between states . . . or between a foreign investor and a host State...
are resolved." Id. at 43.
42 What are BITs?, http://www.unctadxi.org/templates/Page 1006.aspx (last
visited June 10, 2007).
43 United States Income Tax Treaties - A to Z,
http://www.irs.gov/businesses/intemational/article/O,,id=96739,00.html; Tax Treaties -
Items of Interest,
http://www.irs.gov/businesses/small/intemational/article/,,id=96449,00.html.
44 Ronald B. Davies, Tax Treaties, Renegotiations, and Foreign Direct
Investment, I (Univ. of Oregon Econ., Working Paper No. 2003-14, 2003), available at
http://economics.uoregon.edu/papers/UO-2003-14_DaviesTax treaties.pdf.
45 Eckhard Janeba, Corporate Income Tax Competition, Double Taxation
Treaties, and Foreign Direct Investment, 56 J. PUB. ECON. 311,313 (1995).
46 Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal
Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income and Capital [hereinafter U.S.-German
Convention], U.S.-F.R.G., Aug. 29, 1989, available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-
trty/germany.pdf.
47 Davies, supra note 44, at 3.41 Id. at2.
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There could be two reasons for tax treaties' failure to achieve pro-
investment goals. First, FDI in the form of mergers and acquisitions tends to
occur without regard to tax reductions. 4 9 (The majority of FDI in developed
. . 50
countries is mergers and acquisitions.) Second, many tax treaties also aim to
reduce tax evasion.5 1 For example, the title of the tax agreement between the
United States and Germany is the "Convention for the Avoidance of Double
Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion."52 While cracking down on tax
avoidance is a good goal, such enforcement can inhibit the FDI that occurs
when a company shifts its costly procedures to high-tax locations and more
profitable operations to low-tax locations (a phenomenon known as transfer
pricing). 5
3
When the United States signs a treaty, it becomes "the supreme Law
of the Land,"54 and the federal government is empowered to enforce the treaty
against South Carolina or any other state. There are also international
organizations that address breaches of treaty provisions. For example, 256
dispute cases that involve the United States are pending before the WTO's55
Dispute Settlement Body, twelve before arbitration panels created under56
NAFTA, and eleven before the International Centre for Settlement of
Investment Disputes. 57 The fact that South Carolina is subject to U.S. tax and
trade treaties, which have their own effects on FDI, puts South Carolina's own
efforts to attract FDI into perspective. The effects of treaties on FDI in South
Carolina highlight the importance of business and government voicing their
49 Id.
50 Calder6n et al., supra note 4, at 22.
51 Davies, supra note 44, at 2.
52 U.S.-German Convention, supra note 46.
53 Davies, supra note 44, at 2, 14.
54 "[A]II Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the
United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State
shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the
Contrary notwithstanding." U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.
55 Member Information: United States of America and the WTO,
http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/countries-e/usa-e.htm (last visited Aug. 13,
2007).
56 NAFTA, supra note 30, at art. 1901, 1903, 1904; NAFTA SECRETARIAT,
STATUS REPORT OF PANEL PROCEEDINGS: ACTIVE NAFTA PANEL REVIEWS (2007),
http://www.nafta-sec-alena.org/DefaultSite/indexe.aspx?DetailID= I I #nch I 9u.
57 U.N. CONF. ON TRADE & DEV., INVESTOR-STATE DISPUTES ARISING FROM
INVESTMENT TREATIES: A REVIEW 4, 7, U.N. Sales No. E.06.II.D. 1 (2005), available at
http://www.unctad.org/en/docs/iteiit20054_en.pdf
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opinions to the United States Trade Re resentative, the agency that negotiates
treaties on behalf of the United States. 5
B. Providing targeted fiscal incentives
Targeted fiscal incentives reduce the amount of taxes that particular59
corporations pay. What taxes are corporations subject to? First, the federal• 60
government imposes an income tax on corporations, including foreign
corporations. 6 1 A foreign-owned company cannot qualify as an S-corporation,
which must be a "domestic corporation" without any "nonresident alien as a
shareholder."' 62 Even if the foreign-owned company is organized as a
partnership, which qualifies for pass-through taxation, the existence of a
foreign partner subjects the partnership to special filing and withholding• 63
requirements. Next, South Carolina imposes certain state taxes on
• 64
corporations. Being part of a federal system where the national government
imposes its own tax means that South Carolina's tax breaks may be
competitive with sister states, but not with countries imposing ultra-low taxes.
It'would be unwise for the state to make fiscal incentives its strongest selling
point, partly because other countries can out-lower taxes.
South Carolina imposes four main taxes that affect corporations:
65 66 67 68license tax, corporate income tax, property tax, and sales tax. State law
provides certain exemptions from these taxes for a wide range of businesses,
foreign and domestic. For example, South Carolina imposes no property tax on
inventory69 or intangibles, 70 and no sales tax on manufacturing equipment,
7 1
58 Who We Are, http://www.ustr.gov/WhoWeAre/SectionIndex.html (last
visited Aug. 13, 2007).
59 U.N. CONF. ON TRADE & DEV., supra note 34, at 101. ("[F]iscal incentives
[include] ... reductions of taxes on income or profit and exemptions from payments of
import duties on capital goods.")60 26 U.S.C. § 11 (2007).
61 26 U.S.C. § 882 (2007).
62 26 U.S.C. § 1361 (2007).
63 INTERNAL REVENUE SERV., PUBLICATION 515 (2007), available at
http://www.irs.gov/publications/p5l5/arO2.html#d0e6880.64 See infra notes 65-68.
65 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-20-50 (2006).
66 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-6-530 (2006).
67 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-37-2270 (2006).
68 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-36-910 (2006).
69 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-37-220(A)(6) (2006).
70 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-37-220(A)(10) (2006).
71 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-36-2120(17) (2006).
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wholesale sales,72 or packaging materials. 73 This article will not exhaustively
address such broad incentives, but will focus on fiscal incentives that target
foreign investors.
When targeted incentives are given on a piecemeal basis, they
complicate the tax system.74 "This complexity imposes costs on administrators
and taxpayers and increases the uncertainty of tax results."75 Uncertainty can
deter investment. 76 The overlay of federal taxes and four different state taxes
(as well as additional taxes in some localities) 7 7 already complicates the
taxation of inward FDI in South Carolina. The system is further complicated
by South Carolina's incentives that are so closely tailored to specific
industries, communities, and numerical benchmarks, that companies could
invest a considerable amount in South Carolina, yet not qualify. One of the
most extreme examples is a provision for credits against corporate income tax
even if a business does not qualify for such credits under the law, 78 and even if
the state's Coordinating Council for Economic Development does not provide• 79
an exception, as long as the "business is a tire manufacturer that has more
than four hundred twenty-five million dollars in capital invested in this
State."
80
Other examples of narrowly-written incentives include propert tax
credits to investors who renovate and occupy abandoned textile mills 8Y and
income tax credits for investments in new production machinery in counties
and municipalities within fifty miles of closed military installations. 82 Such
narrowly crafted incentives seem more likely to redirect those already
planning to invest in South Carolina toward investment in specific areas, rather
than to increase FDI in South Carolina overall.
72 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-36-110 (2006).
73 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-36-110(1)(c)(4) (2006).
74 David Holland & Richard J. Vann, Income Tax Incentives for Investment, 2




77 S.C. CODE ANN. § 4-10-20 (2006).
78 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-10-8 1(A)(2) (2006).
79 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-10-81 (A)(1) (2006).
80 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-10-81(A)(3) (2006).
81 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 6-32-10 to -50 (2006).
82 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 12-14-10 to -70 (2006).
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Yet some incentives could not possibly shape behavior. For example,
companies meeting a minimum Charleston cargo volume requirement and
increasing their Charleston cargo volume by at least 5% from 2005 to 2006• 8 3
may apply for a share of a new port tax credit. However, that credit was
announced in December 2006,84 likely too late for companies to have
responded by significantly increasing their 2006 cargo volume. The port tax
credit may have more impact on behavior in future years. Still the question
remains whether narrowly crafted incentives actually impact investors'
business decisions in such a significant way as to make the loss of revenue
worthwhile to the state ($8 million in the case of the port tax credit).
85
Private negotiation is another theme among South Carolina's tax
incentives. For example, under the Fee in Lieu of Tax Simplification Act of
1997 (FILOTS Act), a company may negotiate with the county where the
company invests and agree on a fee in lieu of the county operating portion of
the company's property taxes for five years. As another example, under the
Enterprise Zone Act of 1995 (EZ Act), certain companies may negotiate with
the Coordinating Council for Economic Development (CCED) to obtain86
credits against state withholding requirements for retraining employees. A
prerequisite for obtaining job development tax credits under the EZ Act is
entering into a revitalization agreement with the CCED.87 The final decision to
enter into any given revitalization agreement is "solely within the discretion of
the council based on the appropriateness of the negotiated incentives to the
project. " 88 The concern with negotiation is that where targeted incentives are89
given in a discretionary and confidential manner, they reduce transparency.
Where tax treatment significantly influences FDI, investors often rank
83 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-6-3375 (2006).
84 Press Release, South Carolina State Ports Authority, South Carolina Offers
Port Tax Credit (Dec. 7, 2006), available at http://www.port-of-
charleston.com/community/press-room/pressroom.asp?PressRelease = 164.
85 Id.
86 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-10-95 (2006).
87 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-10-50(A)(3) (2006).
88 id.
89 KEVIN FLETCHER, INT'L MONETARY FUND, TAX INCENTIVES IN CAMBODIA, LAO
PDR, AND VIETNAM, 3 (2002), available at
http://www.imforg/extemal/pubs/ft/seminar/2002/fdi/eng/pdf/fletcher.pdf.
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transparency in applying tax law as more important to their investment
decisions than special tax incentives.
90
In general, governments offer targeted fiscal incentives on the
common-sense assumption that they promote investment and job creation. For
example, South Carolina's legislative findings adopted as part of the
Enterprise Zone Act of 1995 (EZ Act) state that "the inducement provided in
this chapter will encourage the creation of jobs which would not otherwise
exist.' The legislative findings adopted as part of the FILOTS Act included a
finding that "property tax burdens historically have impeded new and
expanded business in South Carolina." 92 The FILOTS Act provides for a
reduction in the tax burden for qualifying projects, where qualifications may
include a minimum dollar amount of investment or a certain number of
additional jobs.
93
However, it is unclear whether or to what extent targeted fiscal
incentives are a net benefit to the host economy. The question is how to
measure the extent to which these and other incentives are in fact having the
desired effect of attracting investment that would not otherwise have located in
South Carolina. Jobs relating to FDI increased in South Carolina in the years
following the passage of the EZ Act and FILOTS Act,94 but how much of that
increase is directly attributable to the incentives created by these acts, as
opposed to other factors? It may be difficult to get a candid assessment. Only
insiders at a company making an investment decision would know whether
targeted incentives actually were the deciding factor.9 5 Even a business that
would have located and remained in South Carolina without targeted
incentives may nonetheless benefit from incentives, and company decision
90 W. STEVEN CLARK, OECD CTR. FOR TAX POLICY AND ADMIN., CORPORATE TAX
INCENTIVES FOR FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT, 3 (2002), available at
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/54/58/2764532.pdf.
91 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-10-20(2) (2006).
92 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-44-20(2) (2006).
93 S.C. CODE ANN. § 12-44-30(7) (2006).
94 In 1998, there were 117,400 South Carolina residents employed in foreign-
owned businesses. That number was 127,500 in 2003, an increase of 8.6% over five
years. ZEILE, supra note 15, at 206.
95 Mihir A. Desai, C. Fritz Foley & James R. Hines, Jr., Taxation and
Multinational Activity: New Evidence, New Interpretations, SURV. OF CURRENT Bus.,
Feb. 2006, at 16, available at
http://www.bea.gov/scb/pdf/2006/02february/0206 mnc.pdf ("Scholarship on the effect
of taxation on foreign direct investment ... has been limited by an inability to observe
how decisionmaking within firms reflects tax considerations.").
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makers would not want to announce to the General Assembly that the
incentives are irrelevant to the company's decision to stay.
Proponents of tax breaks might point to a general correlation between
low taxes and high investment to prove that targeted incentives must be having
the desired effect. This correlation is supported by empirical evidence. The
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) has confidential firm-level data which it
has allowed researchers to analyze in order to determine the role of tax rates in
U.S. firms' decisions to invest abroad.96 The data is valuable because it
measures all firm operations (not just repatriated income), it deals with firms
from one home country (taking variations among home country tax systems
out of the equation), and it measures not only corporate income tax but the full
burden of all taxes on a corporation, including indirect taxes such as property
tax, sales tax, and so on. Researchers who studied the confidential data
found a strong negative correlation between a host country's tax rates and U.S.
firms' assets and output in that country. 98 Although similarly reliable figures
are not available for inward investment in the U.S., there is no apparent reason
the correlation between low taxation and high investment would not hold true.
Even assuming incentives effectively attract investment projects that
would not otherwise have located in an area, there are cost concerns.99
Targeted tax breaks reduce government revenue. Does the government make
up the loss of revenue by raising taxes on other businesses? 0 If so, profitable
businesses in the area may become less profitable in comparison to the
targeted businesses due to differential tax treatment, which would distort
investment. 10 Raising taxes on many businesses to afford tax breaks to a few
businesses could potentially lead to an overall reduction in investment, rather
than the intended increase. 102 Does the government make up the loss of
revenue by raising taxes and fees on individuals, such as retail sales tax,
personal income tax, residential water and sewer fees, and so on? If so, South
Carolina may become a less attractive place for executives and employees to
live and work. 103 If the government does not raise other taxes, then how can
the state pay for the infrastructure that businesses need (roads and bridges to
96 id.
97Id. at 17.
98 1d. at 18.




103 Jay Hancock, S.C. Pays Dearly for Added Jobs, SUNSPOT, Oct. 12, 1999,
available at http://www.strom.clemson.edu/teams/ced/taxnews/sc-tax-news.html.
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get their goods to market, an education system to provide a steady stream of
skilled workers, and so on)? 104 Increased employment and spillover benefits
of FDI may indeed reduce the need for government spending to. some
extent. 105 However, as to each tax break, the question remains whether the
targeted incentive is in fact cost-effective. 106 Clemson researchers have
demonstrated how FILOT agreements in particular can result in stripping local
school districts of tax revenues from local businesses. 107 If the government
cannot make up the loss of revenue, education and infrastructure can
deteriorate, which would ultimately make South Carolina less able to attract
and retain investment. 
108
Another concern is that fiscal incentives are not as effective in
attracting investment as they might seem. By definition, targeted fiscal
incentives apply only to certain qualifying projects, and are therefore distinct
from across-the-board reductions in the tax burden. 109 A broad lowering of tax
rates may be equally or more effective than targeted incentives. 110
Where a government uses targeted incentives to maximize total
investment, the specific investments qualifying for targeted incentives should
be the investments that are the most sensitive to tax treatment.
Unfortunately, it is often difficult to know whether a given project would go
forward without a tax incentive. 112 Some information from other countries
suggests that highly profitable projects (which likely would have been carried
out anyway) tend to receive more incentives than projects whose profitability
104 FLETCHER, supra note 89, at 5.
105 Id.
10 6 id.
107 DOUGLAS P. WOODWARD, HARRY MILEY, JR. & HOLLEY HEWITT ULBRICH,
STROM THURMOND INST. GOV'T & PUB. AFFAIRS, EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTH CAROLINA (2000),
http://www.strom.clemson.edu/teams/ced/edecdevsc.
108 HANCOCK, supra note 103 ("'That's the real reason she wanted to leave
Clemson,' [former Clemson University coach Rick Barnes] said of his wife, Candy.
'The schools are horrible."')
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depends on tax breaks. 113 Research is needed to discover whether that is the
case in South Carolina.
C. Improving domestic infrastructure
South Carolina has enacted two initiatives concerning the
improvement of domestic infrastructure with the express intent of attracting
investment: the State General Obligation Economic Development Bond Act
114
and the Jobs-Economic Development Fund Act. 115 The State General
Obligation Economic Development Bond Act empowers the state to issue
bonds when a business entity is prepared to invest at least $400 million and
create at least 400 new jobs in South Carolina. 116 The state can use the bonds
to finance certain infrastructure related to the business entity's investment,
including land acquisition, site preparation, road and highway improvements,
rail spur construction, water service, wastewater treatment, and environmental•. . 117
mitigation. Because these infrastructure improvements "must relate• 118
specifically to" a particular investment project, rather than providing for the
general welfare, spillover benefits to the surrounding community are not at all
certain to be significant.
The Jobs-Economic Development Authority (JEDA), a state-owned119
enterprise created by the Jobs-Economic Development Fund Act, is an
initiative more likely to provide substantial community benefits. JEDA loans
are conduits for tax-exempt bonds that finance manufacturing, health care,
educational, and solid waste disposal facilities. 12 Financing the construction
of manufacturing facilities is a direct benefit to companies investing in South
Carolina, and most applicants seek this type of JEDA loan. 12 1 However,
improving the quality and availability of health care, educational, and waste
113 Id.; Robert Halvorsen, Fiscal Incentives for Investment in Thailand, FISCAL
INCENTIVES FOR INVESTMENT AND INNOVATION, 399 (A. Shah, ed., 1995).
114 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 11-41 -10 to - 180 (2007).
115 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 41-43-10 to -290 (2007).
116 There are certain targeted industries and products to which the $400 million /
400 jobs benchmarks do not apply: life sciences, pharmaceutical and medical
manufacturing, tourism training, state-owned training and research facilities, and
convention centers. S.C. CODE ANN. § 11-41-30.
H17 S.C. CODE ANN. § 11-41-30(3) (2007).
118 id.
119 S.C. CODE ANN. § 41-43-20 (2007).
120South Carolina Jobs-Economic Development Authority, JEDA Tax-Exempt
Bond Program, http://www.scjeda.net/ourprograms/bondprogram.php (last visited Aug.
13, 2007).
121 Id.
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disposal facilities performs a dual function: attracting and retaining investment
as well as benefiting local communities. Over the past twenty-one years,
JEDA has closed loans worth a total of more than $3 billion.
122
D. Promoting local skills development to meet investor needs and
expectations
Like any business, FDI requires workers with appropriate training
and education. To continue to attract FDI of all types, and to make it possible
for investors to hire South Carolinians rather than bringing in workers from
other states or countries, education must continue to improve at every level.1
23
Vital components include public K-12 schools and higher education. While
foreign-owned companies have greatly benefited the state by creating[ 24 125 6
Montessori schools,1 bilingual schools, and Saturday schools 12 6 and by
donating to higher education, 127 the flipside of that generosity may be a
message that the state's existing education system is not adequately serving
their needs.
122 South Carolina Jobs-Economic Development Authority, http://www.scjeda.net
(last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
123 WOODWARD ET AL., supra note 107 ("[A]sserting that education is a linchpin
of economic development is hardly controversial."); PALMETTO INST., WORKFORCE
INNOVATION NETWORK (WIN) PROJECT: PRELIMINARY EVALUATION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS, at 2, (Sep. 2006), available at
http://www.palmettoinstitute.org/client-resources/publications/workforce%20report%2
09-14-2006.doc ("[T]he effort to increase the quality of the State's workforce must be
inextricably intertwined with and given the same level of attention as our efforts to
improve economic development and education in South Carolina.").
124 See Palmetto Montessori School of Ridgeway, supra note 22.
125 Consulate Gen. of Fr. and French Trade Comm'n in Atlanta, Where to Learn
French in the Southeastern U.S.?, http://www.consulfrance-
atlanta.org/article.php3?id_article=539#sommaire_5, (last visited Aug. 13, 2007). (The
French Bilingual School of South Carolina (Ecole Frangaise Bilingue - Greenville)
offers a French program certified by the French Ministry of Education through year 9(quatri~me))..
126 Matsuba Gakuen Designation,
http://www.matsubagakuen.org/edesignation.html (last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
Officials from Japanese-owned companies located in South Carolina joined with
the University of South Carolina to create the South Carolina Japanese Language
Supplementary School. The school meets primarily on Saturdays and provides children
of Japanese parentage who reside in South Carolina with training in Japanese language
and culture, as well as math education, in order to help the children re-adapt to the
Japanese educational environment when they return to Japan.
127 See BMW, supra note 21.
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Two legal initiatives in the past decade create endowed
professorships at South Carolina's institutions of higher learning: the South
Carolina Academic Endowment Incentive Act of 1997 (the 1997 Act)12 8 and
the South Carolina Research Centers of Economic Excellence Act (the 2002
Act). 129 Legislative findings in both acts expressly link teaching endowments
to enhancement of economic development in South Carolina. 13 Both acts
create gift-matching programs in which the state government matches private-
sector donations to universities for specified purposes. 131 The 1997 Act would
match donations in any amount for any academic purpose-not just
,. ,. 132
professorships. The 1997 Act is available to all public colleges and
universities in the state, with a limit on the combined amount that the
University of South Carolina's main campus at Columbia, Clemson
University, and the Medical University of South Carolina may receive. 133 The
2002 Act demonstrates a more targeted approach. The 2002 Act is available
only to the state's "senior research universities," the three universities whose
matching funds were limited under the 1997 Act.1 34 The state will match
donations of between two and five million dollars. 135 The donations may only
be for professorships in fields with "significant potential to provide for
enhanced economic development . . . in a specified knowledge-based
industry." 136
The relationship between funding institutions of higher learning and
attracting investment is logical. The question is whether the state is attracting
more investment through the 1997 and 2002 acts, or simply maintaining
existing investment. Private sector firms would only make donations to South
Carolina universities of the considerable amounts required by the 2002 Act if
the firms were already heavily invested in South Carolina. If the state matches
funds for higher education to the extent that existing firms invest in higher
education, then existing firms may be pleased with the well-qualified
graduates they can hire. But will there be enough skilled graduates for new
investors to hire? Where the 2002 Act requires a funds-matching application to
128 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 59-118-10 to -100 (2004).
129 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 2-75-5 to -90 (2005).
130 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 59-118-20 (1997); § 2-75-5(B)(l)-(3) (2002).
131 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 59-118-40 (1997); § 2-75-5(B)(4) (2002),
132 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 59-118-30, -50 (1997).
133 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 59-118-30, 
-60 (1997).
134 S.C. CODE ANN. § 2-75-5(B)(1) (2005). However, other South Carolina higher
education institutions may take advantage of the 2002 Act if they do so in conjunction
with one of the three "senior research universities." § 2-75-40 (2005).
135 S.C. CODE ANN. § 2-75-50(3) (2005).
136 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 2-75-5(B)(4), -50(4) (2005).
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be narrowly tailored to a specified industry,137 corporate donors will almost
certainly fund professorships related to their own industries. Again, this may
serve existing investors well, but will it attract new investors or new
industries? Unfortunately, neither act provides for follow-up analysis on the
acts' effectiveness in achieving the goal of bringing new knowledge-based
jobs to the state. By comparison, since 1984, state law has provided for a
committee to review implementation of primary and secondary public
education programs and report annually to the General Assembly on empirical
results and make funding recommendations. 138 Higher education programs
and funding should receive similar oversight.
South Carolina's investment in higher education should compare
favorably with Georgia's and North Carolina's investment in higher education
if South Carolina is to compete for FDI with its neighbors. Unfortunately,
South Carolina's public colleges and universities struggle to get comparable
funding to that of schools in neighboring states. Rather than increasing state
funding of higher education to keep up with inflation and with other
southeastern states (which have on average increased funding by 12% from
2001 to 2006), South Carolina's legislature has cut fundinj of its four-year
public colleges and universities by 18% from 2001 to 2006. South Carolina
has the highest median in-state tuition and required fees at its public colleges
and universities of any Southeastern U.S. state: $6,700 per year, compared to
$3,400 in North Carolina, and $3,000 in Georgia. 14 High tuition is inevitable
when only 34% of the funding for South Carolina's public four-year
institutions comes from the state, leaving colleges and universities to depend
on tuition and fees for the remaining 66%. 141 The proportion is reversed in
Georgia and North Carolina, where the state provides 67% and 68%,
• .. 142
respectively, of the total funding for public four-year institutions. One
corollary is that South Carolina higher education enrollment has increased by
only 8% from 2001 to 2006, while Georgia's has increased by 20.7% and
1' S.C. CODE ANN. § 2-75-50(4) (2005).
... S.C. CODE ANN. § 59-6-10 (2006). Recent reports are available at What is the
Penny Buying for South Carolina?, http://ed.sc.gov/agency/offices/research/Penny.html
(last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
139 S. REG'L EDUC. BD., SOUTH CAROLINA FEATURED FACTS FROM THE SREB
FACT BOOK ON HIGHER EDUCATION 33 (2007), available at
http://www.sreb.org/main/EdData/FactBook/2007StateReports/SouthCarolina07.pdf.
140 Id. at 25.
141 Summary Data on Public Four-Year Colleges,
http://www.sreb.org/DataLibrary/tables/FB75_76_77.xls (last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
142 Id.
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North Carolina's by 21.9%.143 The long-term result of shortchanging higher
education will be that foreign investors who require a highly educated
workforce will look to hire their workforce elsewhere. 144
E. Establishing broad-reaching FDI promotion agencies
The South Carolina Department of Commerce (SCDOC) is an
investment promotion agency (IPA) because it encompasses the Division of
State Development, charged with promoting "investment of capital within the
State." 1 45 The presence of an active IPA correlates with higher inward FDI.146
Thus, SCDOC's efforts in attracting investment capital to South Carolina were
likely crucial in putting South Carolina at the top of the list for employment by
foreign-owned companies.
SCDOC has international offices in Munich, Tokyo, and Shanghai.1
47
However, SCDOC's international reach could extend further, even without
creating new offices. SCDOC is currently not a member of the World
Association of Investment Promotion Agencies (WAIPA), 14 8 and has not
attended that association's conferences.149 WAIPA was established in 1995
under the auspices of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development in order to promote networking among IPAs and to help IPAs
gather useful data on investment, among other goals. 15 WAIPA membership
is "open to all agencies whose prime function is to promote any country or
143 Id.
144 WOODWARD ET AL., supra note 107 ("Almost everyone agrees that improving
education is the key to economic development in the 21st century. Schools elevate the
skills and knowledge of the work force. Strong local educational systems attract and
retain businesses and pay large economic returns through higher productivity and
incomes.").145 S.C. CODE ANN. §§ 13-1-10, 
-320(6) (2006).
146 Jacques Morisset, Does a Country Need a Promotion Agency to Attract
Foreign Direct Investment? A Small Analytical Model Applied to 58 Countries 18
(World Bank, Policy Research Working Paper No. 3028, 2003), available at
http://rru.worldbank.org/Documents/PapersLinks/2546.pdf.
147 South Carolina Department of Commerce,
http://www.sccommerce.com/globalteam.html.
148 WAIPA, Members List, http://www.waipa.org/members.htm (last visited Aug.
13, 2007)..
149 WAIPA, Preliminary List of Participants,
http://www.waipa.org/pdf/Annua]Conferences/2006/participants.pdf (last visited Aug.
13, 2007).
150 WORLD Ass'N OF INV. PROMOTION AGENCIES, WAIPA ANNUAL REPORT 2004,
103 (2005), available at http://www.unctad.org/en/docs/iteipc20053_en.pdf.
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territory for investment." 151 A consulting firm that works with the Charleston
Regional Development Alliance is an associated member of WAIPA. 152 At
least one other U.S. state agency is already a member of WAIPA.153 Perhaps
SCDOC could benefit from networking directly with the 206 IPAs from 152
countries that are WAIPA members. 
154
One objection to WAIPA membership might be that SCDOC is too
busy marketing South Carolina to potential investors to join an organization
designed to "assist IPAs in advising their respective governments in the
• ,,155
formulation of appropriate investment promotion policies and strategies.
However, research suggests that policy advocacy (including policy proposals,
legal proposals, and lobbying) is the most cost-effective function of an IPA,
generating more dollars of FDI per dollar of government funding than any
other IPA function.156 In -contrast, investment generation (including
identification of potential industries and investors and individual presentations
to targeted investors) may be the least cost-effective function of an IPA.
157
SCDOC also is not an accredited economic development organization
under a program by the International Economic Development Council (IEDC),
a non-profit membership organization for the economic development
profession. 158 IEDC-accredited organizations include the Hampton Roads
Economic Development Alliance in Norfolk, Vir inia (one of the ports that
surpassed Charleston's cargo volume in 2006), the Research Triangle
Regional Partnership in North Carolina, and the Marietta, Georgia Office of
Economic Development. However, no South Carolina economic development
organizations are accredited by IEDC. 16  IEDC accreditation involves a
... Id. at 104.
152 WAIPA, Members List, supra note 148; DCI, Current Clients,
http://www.aboutdci.com/OurClients.cfmClientlD=%/21 /27Y%/o3AN%/OA&Selected =
I &Activelnd=l (last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
153 See Members List, supra note 148 (Pennsylvania's Department of Community
and Economic Development is a member).
'14 WAIPA, Why WAIPA, http://www.waipa.org/why.htm (last visited Aug. 13,
2007).
155 WAIPA ANNUAL REPORT 2004, supra note 150, at 5.
156 Morisset, supra note 146, at 19.
157 Id.
158 INT'L ECON. DEV. COUNCIL, Accredited Economic Development
Organizations, http://www.iedconline.org/?p=AEDOOrganizations (last visited Aug.
13, 2007).159 See Hull, supra note 23.
160 See Accredited Economic Development Organizations, supra note 158.
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document review and site visit designed to "assist economic development
organizations with independent, authoritative feedback on operations,
structure, and procedures as a means of improving programs and enhancing
business and community support."'16 1 Reaccreditation occurs every three
162years.
Additionally, South Carolina's economic developers who want
international certification in economic development currently encounter the
extra hurdle of going out-of-state. 163 The South Carolina Economic164
Developer's School at the College of Charleston is an excellent resource,
but cannot offer IEDC certification.
165 Unfortunately, unlike Georgia Tech
166
and UNC Chapel Hill, 16 7 none of South Carolina's universities offer IEDC
168
courses.
F. Improving the regulatory environment and decreasing red tape;
Because of federalism in the U.S., the task of continually improving
South Carolina's regulatory environment falls not just to the state government
but also to the national government. 169 One simple example of a federal
regulatory requirement that specifically affects foreign investors is that all
foreign entities owning at least a 10% voting interest (or the equivalent) in a
U.S. business must report their investment to the Bureau of Economic
Analysis (BEA).17 Another federal requirement is the Exon-Florio provision,
which addresses the federal government's national security concerns relating
161 INT'L ECON. DEV. COUNCIL, ACCREDITED ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ORGANIZATION PROGRAM OUTLINE & APPLICATION 6 (2006), available at
http://www.iedconline.org/Downloads/AEDOOutline.pdf.
162 Accredited Economic Development Organization Program,
http://www.iedconline.org/?p=AEDO (last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
163 Economic Development Training Courses,
http://www.iedconline.org/?p=TrainingCalendar (last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
164 SCEDS School, http://www.sceda.org/economicdeveloper-sceda-school.asp
(last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
165 How to Become Certified,
http://www.iedconline.org/?p=Certification-Process (last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
166 IEDC Entrepreneurial and Small Business Development,
http://www.pe.gatech.edu/conted/servlet/edu.gatech.conted.course.ViewCourseDetails?
COURSEID=827 (last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
167 35th Annual Basic Economic Development Course,
http://www.cednc.unc.edu/bedc (last visited Aug. 13, 2007).
168 See supra note 165.
169 The same is true of taxation. See supra text accompanying notes 60-64.
17022 U.S.C. §§ 3101-08 (2007).
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to FDI. 17 1 The provision allows the President to suspend or prohibit any
takeover of a U.S. corporation by a foreign entity where the result would
threaten national security, but only if other statutes do not provide sufficient
remedies. 172 The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States
(CFIUS) 17 3 is the President's designee to review information voluntarily
submitted by parties to a potential merger or acquisition, to determine whether
an investigation is needed, and, if so, to conduct that investigation.174
Compliance with the BEA reporting requirement and the Exon-Florio
provision does not appear onerous. BEA Form BE-13 for reporting initial
investment in the U.S. is only 4 pages,175 and the information required, should176
a party make a voluntary report to CFIUS, is not much more extensive. The
BEA analyzes but does not prevent or prohibit foreign ownership; nonetheless,
the reporting requirements do pose some hurdles. CFIUS investigations do
have the potential to block FDI. In 2006, CFIUS investigation resulted in
approval of the Dubai Ports World deal in which a United Arab Emirates-
owned company sought to acquire an interest in certain U.S. port
operations. However, Dubai Ports World voluntarily sold its U.S. port
171 50 U.S.C. app. § 2170 (2007) (codifies the Exon-Florio provision by which
Section 5021 of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 amended Section
721 of the Defense Production Act of 1950).
'72 50 U.S.C. app. § 2170(e) (2007).
173 The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) was
originally established by Executive Order 11858 in 1975 mainly to monitor and
evaluate the impact of foreign investment in the United States. In 1988, the President,
pursuant to Executive Order 12661, delegated to CFIUS his responsibilities under the
Exon-Florio provision. Committee on Foreign Investments in the United States
(CFIUS), http://www.treas.gov/offices/intemational-affairs/exon-florio (last visited
Aug. 13, 2007).
114 Id.; 31 C.F.R. § 800.401(2007).
115 Form BE-13, Initial Report on a Foreign Person's Direct or Indirect
Acquisition, Establishment, or Purchase of the Operating Assets, of a U.S. Business
Enterprise, Including Real Estate (Aug. 2006), available at
http://www.bea.gov/surveys/pdf/be 13.pdf.
176 31 C.F.R. § 800.402 (2007).
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operations to an American company in the face of Congressional threats to
override the CFIUS result. 
178
Another federal regulatory issue is customs, not only due to the
expense of paying duties, but also because of delay in order to demonstrate
compliance. One government response is to provide for the use of Foreign-
Trade Zones (FTZs). 17 9 FTZs offer three principal benefits: deferral of duty
payment until the time of delivery of the final product into U.S. commerce;
possible reduction or elimination of customs duty; and increased efficiency
because customs can be bypassed through direct delivery. 18  The state
legislature has empowered the South Carolina State Ports Authority (SCSPA)
to apply to the federal Foreign-Trade Zone Board to establish FTZs in the
state. The SCSPA has established FTZs serving the metropolitan areas of
Charleston and Greenville-Spartanburg FTZs. 182
Environmental regulations are a potential concern, but like the
reporting requirements and customs regulations, they seem to be a small
burden as long as there are no complications. Pursuant to the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act,183 "the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) may authorize a state to administer and enforce its own hazardous
waste program, so long as the state program is equivalent to and consistent
184
with the EPA's program." The EPA has authorized South Carolina to
oversee all federal environmental permits issued in South Carolina and
implement EPA regulations and compliance procedures through the South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC). 185 South
' Dubai Ports World Sells U.S. Ports, UNITED PRESS INT'L, Dec. 11, 2006,
available at http://www.upi.com/NewsTrack/Business/2006/12/l l/dubai-portsworld
sells us-ports/541 1.
- 79 Foreign-Trade Zones Act of 1934, amended by 19 U.S.C. § § 81 a-81 u (2007);
Foreign-Trade Zone Regulations, 15 C.F.R. § 400 (2007); Customs Regulations, 19
C.F.R. § 146 (2007).
18O S.C. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, OPPORTUNITIES FOR EUROPEAN MANUFACTURERS IN
SOUTH CAROLINA 9 (2006) [hereinafter OPPORTUNITIES], available at
http://www.sccommerce.com/teamscpdfs/EuroManufactExcel .pdf.
181 S.C. CODE ANN. § 54-3-230 (2006).
182 U.S. Foreign-Trade Zones,
http://ia.ita.doc.gov/ftzpage/letters/fizlist.html#South%20Carolina (last visited Aug. 13,
2007) (showing that the Columbia airport has established another FTZ for the
metropolitan area of Columbia).
"3 42 U.S.C. § 6901 (2007).
"A 42 U.S.C. § 6926(b) (2007); S.C. Dept. of Health & Envtl. Control v.
Commerce & Indus. Ins. Co., 372 F.3d 245, 252 (4th Cir. 2004).
185 OPPORTUNITIES, supra note 180, at 17.
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Carolina businesses can thus work with local agents concerning most
environmental issues.1
86
I1. FACTORS IN COMPANIES' DECISIONS TO INVEST
OVERSEAS
In order to appeal to foreign investors, South Carolina must look from
the investors' point of view at the factors affecting the decision to locate a
facility overseas. The state can then decide which of those factors it can
effectively address through legal initiatives and in what way. One motivation
that any company has, at least to some extent, is tax avoidance. Tax avoidance
can be achieved in a number of ways, such as by moving to an overall low-tax
environment, obtaining a targeted tax incentive, or using transfer pricing.187
One risk for South Carolina with making any of those possibilities more
accessible is that reduced tax collections would hamper the state's ability to
fund initiatives appealing to investors motivated by other factors.
Another factor that nearly any company would appreciate is low
transport costs. 188 South Carolina appeals to investors who transport goods to
and from the eastern United States because the Port of Charleston is roughly
halfway between New York and Miami, and because South Carolina is criss-
crossed by interstate highways leading north, south, and west.
Other considerations involved in the decision to invest overseas differ
depending on the type of industry. 189 For example, electrical equipment
manufacturers and chemical manufacturers may have different priorities in
terms of human capital, intensity of research and development, and export
orientation. 19  Investors take three main approaches: resource-seeking,
market-seeking, or efficiency-seeking. 19 1 A resource-seeking manufacturer
186 id.
187 Davies, supra note 44, at 2, 14.
188 j. STEVEN LANDEFELD & RALPH KoZLOw, BUREAU ECON. ANALYSIS,
GLOBALIZATION AND MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES: WHAT ARE THE QUESTIONS, AND
How WELL ARE WE DOING IN ANSWERING THEM? 8 (2003), available at
http://www.bea.gov/bea/papers/Globalization.pdf.
189 Peter Nunnenkamp & Julius Spatz, Foreign Direct Investment and Economic
Growth in Developing Countries: How Relevant Are Host-country and Industry
Characteristics? 24 (Kiel Institute for World Economics, Working Paper No. 1176,
2003), available at http://ideas.repec.org/p/kie/kieliw/l 176.html.190 Id.
191 Matija Rojec, Subsidiary Exports: A Conceptual Framework and Empirical
Evidence, 3 J. INT'L REL. & DEv. No. 2 (2000), available at
http://www.ciaonet.org/olj/jird/jirdjun00rom0l.html.
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might locate in South Carolina to gain access to raw materials such as timber
or cotton and low-wage labor for manufacturing such things as wood products
or textiles, but would prepare those products mainly for export, with few links.
to local markets.192 South Carolina should, and does, attempt to attract higher-
wage jobs than the resource-seeking model would provide.
Efficiency-seeking FDI is of two main kinds. 19 3 Some efficiency-
seeking investors want to locate production in diverse geographical areas to
take advantage of differences in local resources, costs of production, risk
factors, cultures, institutional arrangements, economic systems and policies,
and market structures. 194 They concentrate production in a limited number of
locations to supply multiple markets,19 5 which means they are unlikely to
compete heavily with existing local producers. 196 Other efficiency-seeking
investors want to locate in countries with broadly similar economic structures
and income levels. 19 7 Their purpose is to take advantage of economies of scale198
and scope, and of differences in consumer tastes and supply capabilities. In
any case, efficiency-seeking FDI is attracted to low production costs, a flexible
labor market, a small regulatory burden, and efficient infrastructure and
customs. 199 However, some analysts believe efforts to attract efficiency-
seeking FDI for manufacturing only results in wasting fortunes because it is an
uphill battle against China.
20 0
The global trend is toward market-seeking FDI. A market-seeking
investor may want to locate in South Carolina in order to supply products or
services to South Carolina or the eastern U.S. more conveniently.2 02 This
leads to competition with local producers, which risks crowding out local20
businesses. However, market-seeking investors can benefit South Carolina
192 Id.; Nunnenkamp et al., supra note 189, at 6.
193 Rojec, supra note 191.
194 id.
195 Id.
196 Vincent Palmade & Andrea Anayiotas, FD Trends, PUB. POL'Y FOR PRIVATE
SECTOR at 4 (Note No. 273, Sept. 2004), available at
http://rru.worldbank.org/documents/publicpolicyjoumal/273palmade-anayiotas.pdf.
197 Rojec, supra note 191.
198 Id.
199 Palmade et al., supra note 196.200 id.
201 LANDEFELD ET AL., supra note 188, at 10.
202 Rojec, supra note 191; Palmade et al., supra note 196, at 3.
203 Nunnenkamp et al., supra note 189, at 7.
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by forcing local suppliers to improve, 204 and by introducing new products and
production methods, thereby increasing healthy competition.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The response to the World Bank's various recommendations is
threefold: South Carolina has little power to affect some policies that can
attract or repel FDI; South Carolina is working to improve, and can continue to
improve, in some areas that could be more attractive to FDI; and South
Carolina needs more information as to whether some of its policies are
working effectively to attract FD1 in a sustainable manner.
South Carolina has little influence over issues in the federal
government's domain, such as international treaties, federal taxes and duties,
and federal regulations. However, the state can use what influence it has to
encourage the federal government to implement FDI-friendly policies in those
areas.
Continuing to improve South Carolina's infrastructure, education
systems, and Department of Commerce are crucial for continuing to attract
FDI. As one example of infrastructure, attracting market-seeking
manufacturers requires the Port of Charleston to become increasingly efficientS206
and to expand its capacity. In terms of education, one glaring issue is that
higher education needs more funding to stay competitive with North Carolina
and Georgia. 207 The Department of Commerce could focus more on policy
advocacy and take advantage of all that international organizations can offer
FDI promotion agencies.
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Most importantly, South Carolina needs rigorous ongoing study of
economic development. State government needs clear, frequent, unbiased,
empirically-based feedback on the effects of its incentives for FDI. While
209
organizations such as the Palmetto Institute and the Strom Thurmond
204 Palmade et al., supra note 196, at 3.
205 Nunnenkamp et al., supra note 189, at 7.
206 Walter Edgar's Journal: Guest Steve Ward, managing director of the SC
World Trade Institute in Charleston. (South Carolina Education Radio Network
broadcast Jan. 26, 2007).
207 See supra notes 139-43 and accompanying text.
208 See supra notes 145-62 and accompanying text.
209 Palmetto Institute, http://www.palmettoinstitute.org (last visited Aug. 14,
2007).
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Institute of Government and Public Affairs2 10 are currently providing valuable
211
research on economic development incentives, more is needed. It is
especially important to tie research to specific incentives, for two reasons.
First, policymakers need to know how much credit is due to incentives for
South Carolina's success in attracting FDI: how many South Carolina jobs are
attributable to a given incentive, and how many are attributable to favorable
geography, infrastructure, market conditions, or other considerations? Second,
the legislature needs to know how effective each incentive is in achieving its
policy goal in order to know whether to increase incentives that could be more
effective, or to end incentives that may be backfiring due to unintended
consequences.
In terms of tax incentives, research should determine whether the
benefits resulting from investments exceed the loss of revenue due to
incentives. One reason for reluctance to jettison incentives that fail a cost-
benefit analysis may be a fear that jobs will go to other states rather than to
South Carolina.2 12 Unfortunately, competition to get the jobs foreign-owned
companies provide can turn into a "race to the bottom" in which each state
offers to deprive itself of more revenue than the next. 2 13 However, the benefits
of FDI, including jobs, can spread across state lines, especially where a
metropolitan area straddles a state border, such as Charlotte, NC/Rock Hill, SC
or Augusta, GA/Aiken, SC. Thus, a possible strategy may be to turn some of
the competition with neighboring states into cooperation. 2 14 It may be worth
collaborating on efforts that benefit investors located within commuting
distance of the state border. As one example of such collaboration, South
Carolina and Georgia have already announced a new cooperative effort with
210 Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Public Affairs,
http://www.strom.clemson.edu (last visited Aug. 14, 2007).
211 Hancock, supra note 103 ("Nobody-not even the Clemson researchers-has
measured the training grants, land subsidies and other grants companies have gotten.").
212 FLETCHER, supra note 89, at 5.
213 id.
214 Yong Zhang, Tips for the Top, FDI MAG., Apr. 12, 2005, available at
http://www.fdimagazine.com/news/fullstory.php/aid/121 l/Tipsfor the top.html
("[T]oo much competition, especially in granting preferential treatments to [foreign
investors], may have distortional effects on the competing [states'] domestic
economies.... To curb unhelpful intra-regional competition and experience the benefits
of regional integration..., consider creating a division of labour..., with individual
member states playing different roles at different stages of production.... Individual
states may concentrate on nurturing specific advantages and encouraging bilateral
investments.... [States] in the region could deepen their co-operation in information
technology infrastructure as well as research and development.")
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regard to the Jasper County port, located between the ports of Charleston and
Savannah.
215
Besides tax revenues and overall attraction of FDI, other competing
policy goals relating to FDI need more research. In terms of infrastructure
improvements, one balance is between providing for the needs of specific FDI
facilities and benefiting the larger community. 16 In terms of the regulatory
environment, the state must weigh the need to ensure compliance with
• , "217
substantive regulations against investors' need to reduce red tape. The first
step in finding creative solutions to these ostensibly competing policy goals is
to obtain accurate information about where South Carolina currently stands in
those balances.
215 Press Release, State of Georgia, Governors Perdue, Sanford Announce
Cooperative Ports Proposal (Mar. 12, 2007), available at
http://www.gaports.com/corporate/tabid/379/xmmid/1 097/xmid/226/xmview/2/default.
aspx.
216 See supra note 20.217 See supra notes 183, 199.
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